RSD EOS® Spool Manager

Extends the power by providing
a web-based solution.

RSD EOS Spool Manager extends the power of EOS (Enterprise Output Solution) by providing a web-based solution
that enables operators, systems programmers, and application developers to view Message Class Output including JCL
errors, conditions codes, and ABEND information using an intuitive browser GUI. With RSD EOS Spool Manager,
companies can achieve operational eﬃciency by providing key staﬀ members access to critical information from any
location, at any time, eliminating dependency on cumbersome 3270-based terminals and terminal emulation software.
As companies face new challenges including diminishing mainframe subject matter expertise, lack of 3270-based skills in
newer staﬀ, and the general trend of everyone being asked to do more with less, RSD EOS Spool Manager helps close
the gap. Its intuitive, familiar, and easy-to-use browser interface helps companies address the knowledge gap for newer
staﬀ and enables all team members to complete tasks quicker and easier.

Benefits
• Achieve operational eﬃciency by providing key staﬀ members access to critical information from any location, at any time
• Eliminate reliance on burdensome 3270-based terminals and terminal emulation software
• Intuitive, familiar, and easy-to-use browser interface lets you do more in less time
• Enable faster and simpler task completion for all users, including a minimization of the knowledge gap for newer staﬀ
• Overcome the challenges of diminishing mainframe subject matter expertise and lack of 3270-based skills in newer staﬀ
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Intuitive, familiar, and easy-to-use browser interface
• Access EOS Spool anywhere, anytime, without needing a 3270 terminal or emulator
• Investigate and resolve ABENDS and execution failures for reports quickly and easily
• New staﬀ to tackle the challenges currently being handled by mainframe subject matter experts with 3270 terminals

Local management and control
• Print reports to a local PC, laptop and printer
• E-mail and export individual reports
• Assign, update, delete user data and scanning codes

Full report display capabilities
• Easy navigation and fast positioning facilities within each displayed report
• Search and Find string functions
• Open multiple reports from multiple EOS Spool instances

Who uses EOS Spool Manager?
A highly-scalable, flexible and proven solution, RSD EOS enables organizations to achieve concise and compliant
information delivery in a heterogeneous and demanding IT environment. As an optional component, EOS Spool Manager
helps customers in insurance, banking and financial services, education, government, manufacturing, and healthcare
services organizations achieve operational eﬃciency by providing access to critical information from any location, at any
time to operators, systems programmers, and application developers.

Founded in 1973 in Geneva, RSD is a leading provider of output management and document archiving and retrieval solutions.
Our technologies help companies to reduce operating costs, to minimize risk exposure and to increase the value of information through
robust information management solutions. Our team has more than 40 years of experience in implementing our solutions to solve
complex customer problems, and in supporting millions of users worldwide. Innovation is one of our fundamental drivers. Our products
and services are oﬀered around the globe – both directly and through business partners.
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